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1. In troduc t ion 
Despite a great amount of studies of structure functions of deep inelastic scattering 

(DIS), the keen interest is still shown in this problem, in particular, owing to recent ex
perimental data obtaned by EMC [1] on DIS of polarized protons. It has been found 
that the fraction of proton spin carried by the quarks is consistent with zero. However, 
this conclusion essentially depends on the assumption of the behaviour of quark distri
butions q(x) and structure functions F,^2(a:) at small x [2]. Analogous situation should 
be, obviously, take place in DIS on polarized nuclei with a spin J > 1/2. In this case, 
the number of structure functions (independent invariants) increases [3], and the deter
mination of each of them depends on the choice of the corresponding asymmetries and 
nuclear structure functions Fj\(x). All these necessitates a more detaled study of quark 
distributions in nuclei. All the existing theoretical approaches describing nuclear structure 
functions F*j(x) and explaining their difference from the corresponding functions of free 
nucleons can be conventionaly divided into two classes [4]. The first of them assumes the 
change of quark distributions of nuclear nucleons at the expence of a possible change in 
a nucleus of the conditions of Q2-evolution of nucleon structure functions (Q2-rescaling) 
[5], the fermi motion of nucleons being negleted. In this approach, the nuclear structure 
functions at point x and Q2 are expressed in terms of nucleon functions F^2(x) at the 
same x but at another Q 2 , i.e. F£2(x, <?2) = F^(x, £Q 2). A free parameter £ at present 
can neither be calculated theoretically nor determined from independent experiments. 
Therefore, f is chosen from the condition of the best fit of experiments (EMC, BCDMS, 
SLAC . . . ) . And vica versa, the second class explains the difference between F^ 2 and 
F^2 at the cost of interclear motion of nucleons with off-mass-shell effects taken into ac
count, leaving the quark distributions of the nucleons themselves in a nucleus without 
change. This approach is based on the known fact of nuclear physics that the properties 
of quasiparticles-nucleons, differ from the free nucleons. Specifically, the bound nucleons 
have an effective mass that depends on the shell energy. This leads to renormalization 
of the scaling variable x -* mjm'x (i-rescaling) [6]. This approach seems to be more 
preferable as it does not contain a free parameter. However, owing to the nucleons being 
bound here arises the problem with breaking of the energy sum rule (SR). It turns out 
that the fraction of the momentum carryed by quarks in a bound nucleons is smaller than 
in a free nucleon. An attempt may be undertaken to restore the SR trough taking meson 
degrees of freedom in nuclei into account because qualitatively it is clear that mesons 
should contribute to F*s(x) at small z {x < ftT/m) [7]. Until now the contribution of 
meson exchange currents to DIS was taken into account phenomenologically since model 
parameters were fixed from the same experiments. Therefore, the problem on an absolute 
contribution of meson dergees of freedom to the DIS cross section and ability of meson 
currents to restore the SR is still open. This paper is aimed at solving this problem 
by a common description of the off-mass-shell effects of nucleons and meson degrees of 
freedom in DIS of leptons on nuclei. A nucleus is represented as a system of interacting 
nucleon and meson fields; an equation for the nucleon wave function in a nucleus and 
main meson-exchange diagrams contributing to the structure function F*(x) are defined 
in a self-consistent way. We consider the simplest "exactly solvable" nuclear system, the 
deuteron, for which this problem can be solved. Self-consistency means that the same 
mesons (with their constans of meson-nucleon interaction) define both the Shrodinger 
equation with a OBE-potential (for instance, in the potential of the Bonn group [8], these 
are it-, ш-, cr - • • • -mesons) for the deuteron wave function and main characteristics 
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of DIS: structure functions, a contribution of exchange meson currents [9], boundedness 
effects, the energy SR. 

2. A m p l i t u d e of D I S on a d e u t e r o n 
Nonrelativistic reduction of the system of equations of interacting fields and separation 

of the contribution of meson exchange currents in various elastic and quasielastic processes 
have been developed by many authors [10,11]. Being different, their theoretical methods 
and used approximations, nevertheless, produce almost the same results. A common way 
for calculating matrix elements of an operator О over states of a nucleus (in our case, ->f 
the deuteron) is as folows: 

1. transition to a nonrelativistic limit in the equations of motion of interacting meson-
nucleon fields and derivation of an equation for the wave function of the nucleus; 

2. a covariant relativistic representation of the operator О in terms of nucleon and 
meson fields; 

3. nonrelativistic reduction of the operator О and computation of the corresponding 
matrix elements. 

Further we shall follow a method elaborated in ref. [10] for the description of elastic 
and quasielastic electron-deuteron scattering. Prior to recall the method, note that all 
the computations will be made accurate to g2 (g- is the meson NN interaction constant), 
following ref. [10]. Beside, for simplicity, we will make calculations only for pseudo-
caiar isovector mesons (pions), as the contribution of other (vector and scalar) mesons is 
computed in a similar manner, and the relevant expression are reported in the Appendix. 

Classical equations of motion of nucleons interacting with mesons are of the form: 

(id~m)N(x) = ig-y^(x)N(x) (la) 

(D + £)*t[x) = -igN(x)y&nN(x), (16) 

where N(x) and Ф(х) are nucleon and pion fields, respectively (Ф(х) = ъФ'(х), i=l,2,3), 
m and \i are the corresponding masses. Once small components ф(х) are eliminated from 
nucleon spinors N(x) we arrive at an equation of motion for large components f{x). 
The functions f(x) have no probabilistic interpretation [12] owing to the violation of 
normalization conditions and sum rules for the baryon charge. Therefore another function 
ф(х) = (J + F ) / ( x ) is introduced which satisfies the required conditions. The equation 
of motion for f{x) and normalization conditions for ф(х) result in an equation of motion 
for the field ф(х), tha t in the leading order of the expantion in powers of the operator F 
coincidies with the Schrodinger equation with the Yukava potential: 

1 ^ ( X ) = ^ " * W ~£fil rf3ya*K(x - У) 3 УW + (y)T^V>(y))rVV(x), (2) 

where the equal-time Green function У(х - у ) is defined by (lb) provided that no pion 
fields are present in an initial and final state: 

Y[x) = e-^f^l (3) 
4irx 
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In the second quantization representation, ф (х) and ф(х) in (2) are operators of creation 
and annihilation of nucleons (unlike the relativistic equations (1), there are no antinuclt-
ons) and they can be used to obtain any multinucleon states. Analogous creation and 
annihilation operators exist for meson fields. 

The ground s ta te of the deuteron, \D > , is given by an expansion over states with 
two bare nucleons and n mesons ( n = l , 2 , . . . ) which are obtaned by action of the above 
creation operators onto the vacuum: 

| D > = Vl - Zan | NN > +аг \NN*>+ai\NNinr>+--- (4) 

where the normalization constant Z is defined from the condition < D\D > = 1, and the 
expantion coefficients сц are determined from the equation: 

{HB + Hint)\D>=MD\D>. (5) 

Here the Hamiltonian Я;„ ( is expressed in terms of the nucleon and pion fields as follow: 

Hint = igj йхЩх)1ъЩхЩх) (6) 

Projecting (5) onto various states (4) we may determine the wave functions оц explicitly. 
It turns out that aa obeys the Schrodinger equations with a one-boson exchange potential, 
and a 1 | 2 are functions of o0 and matrix elements J9 , n t . The general form of functions 04 
(t=0,l,2) can be found in ref. [10]. In that follows we will assume that the wave function 
a0 is a solution to the Schrodinger equation, with a one-boson exchange potential taken 
to be a realistic meson exchange potential of the Bonn group [8]. Then matrix elements 
of operators describing DIS processes will be completely determined by parameters of the 
corresponding mesons (coupling constants, masses, vertex form factors). 

Recall that a central quantity measured in DIS reactions is the nuclear (deuteron) 
tensor Wfy°} related by the optical theorem with the imaginary part of the forward 
elastic scattering amplitude of virtual gamma-quantum by nucleus target: 

MDW° = ImTlv ( 7 ) 

Тц„ are the matrix elements of some operator OjJ, over the deuteron ground state. In 
our case this operator may be represented by a sum of two operators, 0^„ = 6^„ + OJ„ , 
describing the Compton scattering on a nucleon and meson respectively. 

<D\(%.\D> = ^.T°(pD,q) 

<N\6^„\N> = ^-Г£(р,,) (8) 
7П 

< * | 0 ; J T T > = --TJ,,(fc,g) 

Normalization in (8) is chosen so that the hadron tensors in (7) be of the same dimension. 
Let us construct operators O^f as quadratic forms in the relevant fields. Considering 
that for a polarized nucleon the relation [13]: 

^ • 9 , * ) = < ( р , ? ) ^ т , «« = 1, (9) 
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holds valid, we obtain 

(10) 

6» " Е / ^ И ^ Й l«̂ ->«̂ -> + 

+ d{pus1)v{pusi)]q[a(pt,s2)u[p2,s2) + d^^s^vipi^Si)] 

£ J (27Г) V Ш\Шг 

Then, the nonrelativistic reduction of the operator 0^„ gives 

°»= / У ? ™ a+ft./H^(p».g)[<(p.)^4(pi)"pi. (и) 

where aJ p(o f f ,p) are operators of creation (annihilation) of a nucleon, a,p are spin-isospin 
indices u^j, are spin-isospin functions; and besides we made use of the approximation 
qp ta <fo(Po +Pz)> where the axis Z is directed opposite to the vector q. From formulae 
(4),(8),(10), and (11) we may derive the amplitude T£, to second order in the coupling 
constant g2: 

T° = %£(<NN\aid*l(iq)cb\NN>-Z<NN\ciiC%,{q)cb\NN> + 

+ <NN\ atd^(q)ai \NN> + < NN* | a+O^q)^ | NNir > + 

+ < NN-xn I a j 6 j „ ( q ) a 0 1 NN > + < NN | a j o y ^ a , | NNr* > ) , (12) 

where various terms correspond to nonrelativistic diagrams in fig.l: a) impulse ap
proximation (IA) b) renormalization of the wave function, c) nuclear recoil, d) and e) 
exchange diagrams. 

\iv 

a) 

I uv 

b) 

( Z ) 1, 
/ 

c) 

UV 
c.c 

d) 
F i g . l 

In formulae (10) and (12) we have not yet specified "elementary" amplitudies ТД 1 ж ) 

of the Compton scattering of a 7-quantum on bound nucleons and virtual pions. In the 
following we shall assume that the amplitudes of sc Uering on bound nucleons and virtual 
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mesons in the deuteron slightly differ from the free amplitudes; the latter will be taken 
from experiment. 

3 . Impulse a p p r o x i m a t i o n 
Instead of the tenzor W^, it is more convenient to employ the structure functions 

Fi^(x) directly measured in experiment and connected with W^ by the relations: F 2 ( i ) = 
-mxg^W^(p,q),F2(x) = 2xFx(x). A main contribution to (12) comes from the impulse 
approximation diagram of Fig. la. Recall that a standard computation of the nuclear 
structure function in IA gives a wrong behaviour throughout the whole range of variation 
of kinematic variable x [14]. Modification of the IA consists in the inclusion of effects due 
to the nucleons being bound. This will provide a satisfactory description for the nuclear 
structure functions in the region of intermediate x (x > 0.3) [6]. In our case the structure 
function F-i is given explicitly by: 

FTD{*D) = 2 / - j ^ j l » B ( p ) | 2 (1 +P«/m)F 2 (mz/ (p . +Pt)), (13) 

where xp = -q2/2Mou, x = -q2/2Mu, and for convenience, instead of the deuteron 
wave function a0 we have introduced a more conventional notation, Фд; boundedness 
effects are contained in p 0 and p.. Note that expression (13) we have here obtained differs 
from the one in [6] by the factor (1 +р-/тп) that in our case appears automatically owing 
to the nonrelativistic reduction of the operator OjJ, (see (10),(11)). The necessity of 
inclusion of this factor into computation was discussed in ref.[l5]. This factor does not 
change the general normalization of the function Фс and, consequently, does not break 
the conservation law of the baryon charge [13,15,16]. Formula (13) can be written in a 
convolution form: 

where the function /JV/D(£) means the probability of nucleon distribution in the deuteron 
with the momentum fraction £: 

/w/D«) = Jj£y\ *o(p) | 2 (1 +P , /m)* (e - (po+P;)/m), (15) 

Now we are able to determine a mean momentum carried by quarks inside the deuteron 
and to compare it with the corresponding momentum of DIS on a free nucleon. So, from 
(15) we get 

2mJdxFJ£{z) _ 2m<j> t < e > < p* > 
MD JdxFM*) ~ ~^~' < * > = / f l " D ( m i * J + ~ " "ft*- (16) 

where < e > is the binding energy in the deuteron and averaging is performed over 
deuteron ground state. From (16) it is seen that the off-mass shell effect leads to decreasing 
of the mean momentum carried by quarks in a nuclear medium compare to that in a free 
nucleon. In a "nucleon-meson" model, the mesons that make a nucleus bound also carry 
a certain portion of a momentum away. To estimate that portion and to compare it 
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with a lacking momentum in (16) we should compute meson corrections to the impulse 
approximation (diagrams(b)-(e) of Fig. 1.). 

4. M e s o n c o r r e c t i o n s a n d e n e r g y s u m r u l e s 
In the litetrature, diagrams b) and c) in Fig.l are conventionally called the renormal-

ization and nuclear-recoil diagrams. Their explicit form is given in Appendix. We shall 
further neglect corrections for these diagrams for the following reasons: First, their total 
contributions to SR (16) is proportional to g* whereas our calculations are accurate up to 
g2; second, analysis of their contribution to elastic and quasielastic processes performed 
by various authors[lO,ll] has shown that it is either identical zero ( the diagrams "cancel 
out" ), or vanishes in the limit of small momenta transfer. As result the only exchange 
diagrams produced by exchange meson currents (MEC) are remained. So, for the pion 
we get: 

\FID = j' ЪШЯЦХ/Ч) 

-(fc0 + kz)6(v - (ka + fc2)/m)0(fco + fc2) (17) 

where A: = p ! + p 2 is the pion momentum, and П 2 = (fcjj-u>2). Analogous expressions follow 
for other exchange mesons (<т,ш,...). Now the conservation law for the total momentum 
carried by quarks and gluons in deuteron becomes follow: 

< I , >D= JT- { < *, >N< (. > + < Xq >*< 4r > + < I , >a< la > + 
2m 
WD 

+ < X, >„<7J W > + • • • } 
2m 

< X, >D= — { < *J >ЛГ< £ > + < Z S >*< I?» > + < Xg > „ < Tfc > + MD 

+ < *j >„<Vu> H } (18) 

where the notation is obvious. Adding the right- and left-hand sides of (18) and using 
the equality 2m/MD *» 1 - < £ > /2m, we arrive to the sum rule for average momenta of 
the deuteron constituents: 

1 = \+6N+<T]x > + <?}„ > + < т , ш > + • • • ; * w = - ^ r 1ГТ- ( 1 9 ) 
2m 6m ' 

Examine if the right hand side of (19) is equal unit. As an example, we assume that 
the deuteron contaits only pions. Then, instead of (19), we should obtain the equality: 
< bfi > = - < TJ„ > where in accordance with (17): 

< ^ > = T ~ J ^ % Й 4 E * D + ( P . j ( ^ f c ) ( ^ ) ( r 1 r 2 ) 4 . ^ ( p 2 ) ( f c 0 + fc2)7m0(fc„ + fc3) 2m' J (2ж) JSJ ' V 
(20) 

Keally, taking into account that g 2(<T 1fc)(0 ,

2k)( Ti T2)/4m zw 2 represent the potential of pion 
nuclcon interaction V{k) , and using the relation: 

У{к)кг1шг = V[A)(1 - цЦшг) = (1 - \k±V{k)) (21) 



and the virial theorem < rdV{r)jdr > = < 2Г >, then in the static limit (k0 ss 0, fi = w ) 
and kl ~ k2/3 we get 

< 4* > = - ( < V > + < V > / 2 + < T >) /3m (22) 

where Г is the kinetic energy of nucleons in the deuteron. Substituting < V > = < e > 
- < T >, into (22) we find that: 

SN = - < Vr > (23) 

i.e. the sum rule is exactly fulfilled in this case. It may be shown that (22)-(23) also hold 
valid for other mesons (for scalar mesons relation (23) has been derivated in ref.[l3]); 
with the exception that for each of time, the virial theorem will contain an appropriate 
part of the potential, and as a result, we again get (19). So, in the static limit, the 
consideration of meson exchange corrections to the structure functions of DIS completely 
restores the energy sum rule broken in IA by the boundedness of nucleons. In the realistic 
case (fc0 ф 0) this may be not valid. Note also that formula (23) is derived under the 
assumption that g2 does not depend on к2. 

5 .Numerica l r e su l t s and conclus ions 
In Fig. 2, we present the calculation ratio RDIN{x) of the deuteron structure function 

to the isoscalar-nucleon structure function. 
Curve 1 is the impulse approximation; and 
curve 2, is the calculation with the deuteron 
structure function by formulae (13) and (17). 
The deuteron wave function was determined 
by solving the Schrodinger equation with 
the "Bonn" potential [8], and the parame
ters of contribution of IT— , ш— and a— mesons 
in meson exchange diagrams were taken the 
same as the NN-potential. Thus, the con
sideration is self-cosistent. A slight devia
tion from self-consistency is common to this 
approach and consist in that the main dia
grams and Schrodinger equation for the func
tion Ф с are derivated in the g2 approxima
tion, however the wave function Фд in (17) 
and (20), in fact, contain all powers of g2. 
Besides, in the realistic NN-potential we use 

Fig.2. Ratio of the structure functions 
of the deuteron. and free nucleon 
( 1- impulse approximation Z-
IA+MEG contribution ) . 

the phenomenological meson-nucleons vertex form factors, i.e. g2 => g 2 A 2 / ( A 2 + fc2). 
Therefore, even the contribution from the IA diagram depends on Л and fc2; and is 
thus to be taken into account in the exchange diagrams. This may violate relation (23) 
For numerical calculations we have employed the following expressions for the structure 
functions of DIS on free nucleons and mesons, F2n and F% 

Fw\x) = - { z " - 5 e ( 2 . 6 9 ( l - x)" + 1.56(1 - * ) " ) + 0.8(1 - a ) 7 } (24) 

*?(*) = Tr{1.5z°- 5(1 - x) + 40- 0.075(1 - z ) s } 18 (25) 
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From Fig.2 one can see that the qualitative behaviour of the ratio R is the same as 
for heavy nuclei, however, the depth of a minimum at x ~ 0.6 is much smaller owing to 
nuclear effects being weak in the deuteron. 
The calculated contribution of various 
mesons to the structure function is plotted 
in Fig.3. As can be seen, a dominant con
tribution comes from the pion exchange di
agrams .Contribution of heavier mesons is 
suppresed by their large mass that enters 
into relevant propagators and by effects of 
scalar (a-meson) and vector (uj-meson) cou
plings. Numerical computation of sum rule 
(19) gave the following result: 5N = 0.0036 
and the total contribution of all the mesons 
£ „ < Ц» >- 0.0022. So, it means that 
meson correction numerically only partially 
(w60%) restore the energy sum rule. 

Formally, this discrepancy with (23) can be 
explained by going beyound the framework 
of the static approximation and by the k2-
dependence of form factors ^(A2) that has not been 
taken into account in the derivation of (23). As a 
matter of fact, a completely consistent analysis of restoration of the energy sum rule 
requires to take into account 

0.000 

-0.001 

Fig.3. The meson-exchange currents con
tribution to the deuteron structure 
function. Curves 1-3 corespond to 
the contributions of ui—, a—, and 
•к—mesons respectively; curve ./ is 
the sum over ail the mesons. 

1. subsequent terms of the expansion Li g2; 

2. the contribution of non-nucleon (multiquark) degrees of freedom in uiie deuteron. In 
doing so, one should remember that part of this contribution is phenomenologically 
taken into account in the realistic wave function of the deuteron; 

3. the contribution of heavier mesons (which may imitate the ^-dependence of vertex 
form factors). For instance, they can be meson-like objects, neutral with respect to 
the electromagnetic interaction (like "gluebaUs"[17] ) contributing to the potential 
but not detected in DIS. 

The authors are grateful to Burov V.V., Lukyanov V.K., Levin E.M., Dostovalov V.N. 
and Reznik B.L. for useful discutions. 

Appendix 
1. Renormalization and nuclear-recoil diagrams, a) renormalization diagrams: 

w;i"b,9.) = - 9-
4m 2 / 

dpidp2 1 
(2тг)6 З П 3 £ *B +(Pi)(»i*)(»ifc)(™)*£(pi 

b) recoil diagrams: 
/<^'*°w'"&*•'> Mi) 
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Kl'-^я) = ^J^w^"+lPl)l''lk){',lk)(ri7i)9"{p,)' 

• S ^ 7 ) w > - q ) {A'1] 

Considering that < T > /m '- < V > /m - < E > /m ~ g1 it may be shown that a 
total contribution to the energy sum rule from (Al) and (A2) is proportional to g 4 . 

2.Meson currents for <r- and ы-mesons: <r-mesons 

/An) = 2gl I т^чк £*^ + (PI)*"(P2) • (*ь + ъ,)Нч - (*. + ь*)Ме(Ь + fe) 
1 ' ° M (.43) 

Lo'-mesons 

Uv) = ~2gl f T T ^ r ^ Y,*P*to)*"te) • (*» + *--)5(4 - (to + fc,)/".)©(fco + k:) 
[ Ж ) " " (.44) 

In (A3) and (A4) the propagator fi is proportional to the corresponding meson mass 
and, as / 1 ш , ц„ 3> /»*, the contribution of u.'- and «r-mesons to the DIS cross section ( and 
to the energy sum rule) is small as compared with the pion contribution. 
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Каптарь Л.П. и др. Е2-89-306 
Мезонные обменные токи и глубоконеупругое 
рассеяние на дейтроне 

Из общего уравнения движения нуклонов, взаимодействую
щих с мезонами, получены уравнение Шредингера для нуклон-
ной волновой функции и амплитуда глубоконеупругого рассе
яния на дейтроне с учетом мезонных обменных токов. При 
этом учитывались гг-, а~ и а-мезонные обмены. Показано, 
что мезонные поправки лишь частично /~60%/ восстанавли
вают энергетическое правило сумм, нарушаемое эффектами 
внемассовости нуклонов в ядре. Этот результат не согла
суется с выводами, полученными в статическом приближении 
и во втором порядке по константе мезон-нуклонного взаи
модействия . 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики 
ОИЯИ. 

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1989 

Kaptari L.P. et al. E2-89-306 
Meson Exchange Corrections in Deep Inelastic 
Scattering on Deuteron 

Starting with the general equations of motion of the 
nucleons interacting with the mesons the one-particle 
Schr<5dinger-like equation for the nucleon wave function 
and the deep inelastic scattering amplitude with the 
meson-exchange currents are obtained. Effective pion-, 
sigma-, and omega-meson exchanges are considered. It is 
found that the mesonic corrections only partially (about 
60%) restore the energy sum rule breaking because of the 
nucleon off-mass-shell effects in nuclei. This result 
contradicts with the prediction based on the calculation 
of the energy sum rule limited by the second order of 
the nucleon-meson vertex and static approximation. j 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JIKR. 
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